Celebrating 150 years of the MA, 1871 - 2021
Join us for our first virtual Annual Conference. View the full programme online
now!
Places from as little as £10 for live and on demand content.

Register here

First Mathematics Challenge 2021
We are pleased to announce that the First
Mathematics Challenge is now open for orders.

21st June - 2nd July
The FMC is a mathematical challenge aimed at
lower primary pupils up to 9 years of age.
Why not try the 2020 paper to see how you do.

Take part

MA/ATM Joint Primary Group
This bank of ideas was generated by members of
the MA/ATM joint primary group, during and after
an online meeting on 30th January 2021.
The padlet of resources is useful for maths home
learning for all Key Stages, both on-screen and off.
On the padlet you will find a large collection of links
to ideas and activities for you to access and use.

Download the Padlet resource
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Maths Circle
Maths Circle creates award-winning maths
platforms that directly tackle the issue of children
failing to acquire basic numeracy and arithmetic
skills needed to progress further in maths. Times
Tables Rock Stars is a carefully sequenced
maths programme with a rock star theme to
improve pupils’ recall of their times tables and to
boost their maths confidence. NumBots is a
highly engaging platform that achieves the ‘triple
win’ of understanding, recall and fluency in mental

addition and subtraction, so that pupils move from
counting to calculating.

Visit their website

MA Shop

A-Level Pure
Mathematics by David
Miles
Members £6.30
Non-Members £9.00

Geometry Juniors
by Ed Southall

Pack up a penguin
by Chris Pritchard

Members £7.00
Non-members £10.00

Members £13.30
Non-Members £19.00

Visit the shop

Chalkdust Book of the Year 2020
We are very proud of two of our own. Council
member Ed Southall - Geometry Juniors and past
president David Acheson - The Wonder Book of
Geometry have both been nominated for the
Chalkdust Book of the Year 2020. Have your
say and vote for your favourite...

Chalkdust Magazine
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White Rose Maths Home Learning Resources
Our Home Learning videos are available for Early
Years and Years 1 to 9, completely free of charge.
We're producing a video lesson for every small
step in our Schemes of Learning. For more info,
head to our Home Learning page, click the button
below.

Home learning

A chance to inspire the child you once were:
could you lead a maths masterclass for gifted 8

- 12 year olds?
Potential Plus UK are looking for mathematicians to
pass on their knowledge and enthusiasm to the
next generation of gifted young mathematicians.
No teaching experience needed. Past topics have
included Number Theory, Exponentials, How to be
Brilliant at Arithmetic and other niches neglected
by the school curriculum.

More information

Editorial Board

150th Anniversary Article Collection
The free-to-view articles in this special anniversary collection have been chosen
to illustrate a diversity of topics in pure and applied mathematics, ranging
from the history of mathematics to pedagogy, from geometry to problem
solving, and from sport to knitting. Several feature in the list of the most
popular Gazette downloads from Cambridge Core. The authors include
some of the most celebrated mathematicians of our time and four are past
Presidents of the Association.
It is to be hoped that these will provide a taste of the breadth of material which
has made The Mathematical Gazette a point of reference in good writing about
mathematics for the last 127 years and a jewel in the crown of the 150-year-old
Mathematical Association.

Access the collection

Celebrating 25 Years of SYMmetryPlus
The latest edition (#74) available online now for
members. For a sample, see SYMminimetryplus.
Resource sheets, answers and the index can be
downloaded from that page. The next edition
(#75) marks the completion of 25 years of
SYMmetryplus! Pictures and articles from
readers are always welcome: please send
contributions to symmetryplus@m-a.org.uk

Read the latest issue

590 x 380
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here
from the image gallery

SEND and Lockdown Survey
An appeal by Alan Edmiston editor of Equals
In October 2020 my daughter carried out a survey looking at the impact that the
lockdown was having on University students metal health. I found the results
very revealing and felt that Equals should do the same regarding the impact that
the disruption to schools, due to COVID-19, was having upon pupils with SEND.
The survey, comprising six questions, can be accessed using the button
below.
Please take the time to add your views so we can gain as full a picture as
possible of how our most fragile of pupils are being affected.

Take part

Branches Online Event Calendar
4 March: Liverpool - The Secret Life of Bubbles
with Anna Pratoussevitch
6 March: Liverpool - Pop Maths Quiz (under 19s)

LGBT+ History Month 1st-28th February 2021
LGBT History Month focuses on the celebration
and recognition of LGBT people and culture; past
and present to give educators scope to talk about
the bigger picture of LGBT experience, in which
LGBT people were the agents of change rather
than just victims of prejudice.

Click for more information

There are lots of ways you can help the MA.
If you shop at smile.amazon.co.uk, Amazon will donate to the MA.
You can support us everytime you shop!
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